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finally chose to come out of my closet’

Gay lib outgrowth of Greenwich bar bust
By STEVE SMYTHE
Second of Four Parts
Like most present-day social movements,
the Gay Liberation drive has its lineage
traced to a rather simple beginning
Those in search of the spark triggering
its recent surge will likely converge in
Greenwich Village in New York City, where
in June of 1969 the police bust of a gay bar
touched off an embittered reaction hence
known as the Christopher Street riots.
Emerging from the rubble has been a
nationwide movement, catching fire chiefly at
the college level, where over 150 chapters of
the Gay Liberation Front (GLF) have served
to help draw an alienated gay community
together.
As yet, however, the GLF has failed to gain
official recognition as a member of the SJS
family of student organizations.

Official sanction lost
One the verge of official sanction early in
1970, the GLF was forced to retreat at the
insistence of the college administration.
For many gay students this setback was
accepted without emotion, merely being heaped upon countless similar frustrations in the
past.
A fortunate few, national Gay Liberation
organizer and former SJS student Warren
Blumenfeld indicates in an article written for
"EdCentric" magazine, were able to betray
their conditioned reaction of responding to
disappointment by recoiling meekly within

their protective shells of obscurity.
"After my initial disgust and outrage,"
he writes, "I finally chose to ’come out of my
closet.’ I soon jointed an encounter group in
the college counseling center which allowed
me to gain the support I needed to start
to handle my homosexuality in a constructive
way.
"The void is finally being filled because
now I have found people who are proud of
their homosexuality --people who are no
longer going to put up with the oppressive
conditions which our society imposes on us
every day of our lives."

Prehistoric homosexual notions
Although numbering among the survivors
in the battle against existing prehistroric
conceptions regarding homosexuality,
Blumenfeld writes vividly of the many preposterous notions instilled in epidemic proportions within school -aged children.
"The chain of sexual oppression imposed
by my schooling started the very first day
I entered kindergarten," he begins. "...I
felt very alone and began to cry. The teacher
walked up and said in a rough voice: ’Don’t
cry.
Only sissies and little girls cry.’
In retrospect I realize that she was telling
me to deny my feelings in order to fit a
preconceived notion of masculinity".
By degree, junior high school, Blumenfeld
assesses, represented "the three most oppressive years of my life.

’Aware of body’
"During this period," he explains, "I
began to develop physically and became more
I began to have
aware of my own body.
definite sexual feelings for other members
of my own sex. Once I had a strong sexual
attraction for a boy friend of mine.
"When I told him that I wanted to embrace
him, he looked at me...and called me a
’faggot.’ By that time in my life I knew what
the term meant. I was told that ’faggots’
are homosexuals who are sick and who must
go to a psychiatrist in order to be ’normal.’
"My own self-hatred was especially great
in high school," he continues, "because I
knew I was a homosexual but did not know
how to handle it. There was no one to whom
I could turn for help.
"Once in my health class when the subject
came up, we talked about the technique of
shock treatment for homosexuals to alter
their ’sexual desires.’ Being in such a
desperate state, I even considered submitting
myself to such treatment."
The college community, he adds, proved
"to a great extent" to be more open-minded,
but routine stereotypes and the Neanderthal
mentality toward homosexuals were not
totally obscure, as Blumenfeld discovered
in moving into a cmpus dormitory.

Won’t live with Faggots’
"I play a violin," he illustrates. "As
soon as my roomate saw my violin, he moved
my stuff out into the hall and said, ’I’m not
going to live with a faggot!’ "
However, conditons "appear to be
changing for the better," Blumenfeld appraises. Although laws against sodomy and
other homosexual behavior remain strict in
most states, they are often only loosely
enforced.
Progress, he envisions, will
continue, albeit slowly.
Reflective of this developing trend, he
points ou, was a recent Sacramento County
Superior Court decision.

In this instance the GLF, represented by
the Associated Students of the California
State College at Sacramento, won a suit
against that school’s president and the state
Board of Trustees, forcing
college
recognition of the GLF as an official campus
organization at that institution.
The foreseeable course of events may find
numerous other California campuses granting GLF chapters parity with existing student
organizations in order, as one GLF constitution expresses:
.To further self -understanding among
members, to promote in the community better
understanding of homosexuality, and to facilitate a strengthening of social ties between
homosexuals and heterosexuals.. .to provide
legal,
medical and
members
with
psychological counseling and services as is
necessary and proper."

Forms NGSG
To lend assistane to the many on -and
off -campus gay groups. Blumenfeld originated the National Gay Student Center (NGSC)
this past August.
In addition to lobbying duties in Congress,
he is part of a four -member group of
active coordinators with the Washington
D.C.-based operation, formulated to "aid
with the problems of gay people on and off
college and university campuses."
The organization, Blumenfeld asserts, is
not intended to serve a regulatory function,
and will not be representative of a "big
agency."
"We want to be a resource center," he
specifies, explaining that services provided,
primarily the dissemination of information,
will be done on request.
Loosely allied with the National Student
Association, organized in 1947 to initiate various campus reform measures including
legal, health and student government servies, the NGSC is presently afflicted with a
malady indicative of the timeslack of funds.
Consequently, the group is reliant upon
voluntary work and contributions and has
endured many early growing pains.

Bluinenfeld’s enthusiam for the project,
however, remains undampened.
Optimistically, the organization has set
several goals, including the formation of
an information and resource library, containing video tapes as well as printed matter.

Several goals set
In addition, a central information exchange facilitated by the establishment of
a gay newsletter is being studied.
A bureau to assit groups contact
speakers for their particular regions of the
country is under consideration, as is the
structure of a legal rights organization to
deal with the problems of Gay groups and
individuals.
The group is also preparing prospective
academic outlines for potential accredited
gay curricula.
Momentarily, however, the main concern
is in the financial realm, Blumenfeld indicates. Funding proposals are being written
as the search for possible contributors
continues.
By November, Blumenfeld says hopefully,
a National Gay Conference may be organized,
or, if this notion proves too unwieldy, several
regional conferences may be held.
"I think it’s more effective on a local
level," he appraises, adding that from each
regional meeting a representative might be
selected to take part in a national gathering.
More important than the minute details,
Blumenfeld affirms, is the fact that the gay
community
is beginning to respond
collectively to the oppression it faces.
"The fact which must be made known
is that we are tired of waiting for change,"
he declares. "We are tired of hiding our
feelings and we are rising up with pride,
love and solidarity."
Amidst the collective howl bursting forth
from many American minorities, the once
barely perceptible cry of outrage and plea
for equality of the Gay Liberation Front has
at last been amplified sufficiently to spur
slow but progressive social action.
Tommorrow: The Campus

Long debate deadlocks council;

opinions on election act clash
Confrontation

’Mano a Mano’’ columnist Pedro Michel
(right) confronts Spartan Daily Editor Bob
Pellerin (at podium).
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Daily board grants
demand of Chicanos
The Spartan Daily editorial board voted
4-3 yesterday to allow the weekly Chicano
column Mano a Mano to be printed solely in
Spanish if so desired by the column’s author
Pedro Michel.
The vote followed an intense 90 -minute
meeting between the seven board members
The
and seven Chicano representatives.
seven Chicanos were supported by some 50
others who crowded into the small Journalism
Department conference room and quietly
listened to debate.
Juan Antu, one of the Chicano spokesmen, claimed that since Chicanos make up
nearly 20 per cent of the San Jose area
the newspapers should reflect that makeup.
He also cited the Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo, saying the treaty established

Spanish ---as well as Englishas a native
tongue of California.
Michel argued that since Spanishspeaking students contribute to the Daily
through A.S. funds they should be granted
proportionate space in the Daily and in
whatever language they chose.
Daily Editor Bob Pellerin, the most
vocal opponent of the Chicano demand, said,
"I favor printing all minority views in the
Daily, but I think it defeats the purpose by
printing in a language more than 90 per
cent of the students don’t understand."
The Chicanos also demanded that onefourth of a Daily page be reserved for them
each day. That demand was flatly rejected
by the board.

By RICK MALASPINA
After heavy debate at a lengthy council
meeting yesterday, A.S. Council still lies
deadlocked over controversial Act 24, governing A.S. election rules and procedures.
Technically the act is still in its second
reading before council, which allows another
week for consideration of several disputed
areas of the act.
At first, council voted 8-2-3 to approve
the act as it stands. Since some council
members failed to agree on certain aspects
of the act, council decided to reconsider its
vote, thus putting the issue in a holding period
until next week.
As it stands now, Act 24 limits campaign
spending in upcoming A.S. elections to $25
for executive condidates, $5 for council contenders with no party affiliation, and $’2
for council candidates running on party ballots
or with other candidates.
Although the act calls for an election
handbook to be circulated on campus, it limits
the number of handouts candidates can distribute and bars the use of campaign posters.
Councilman Matt Cusimano introduced a
motion to raise spending for executive officers
to $150, $75 for attorney general candidates
and $50 for A.S. Council and Academic
Council candidates.
His proposal also permitted campaign posters two days prior to elections.
Cusimano contended that controlled extra
spending would allow for creativity in campaigning and guard against excessive spending.

Councilman Bill Jeske, however, maintained that the candidate "with the most pull
and the most money is going to win."
Cusimano’s motion was denied, 5-7-1.
Even though the act will be reconsidered
and read for the final time next week, speculation ran high that A.S. Pres. Mike Buck
would veto the act if passed as presently
written.
The entire act would then have to be rewritten.
Referring to the original Act 24, Councilman Rich Overstreet said, "There is
every indication that it will pass."
Citing the act’s restriction of free speech
in barring posters and limiting handouts,
Overstreet added he would take the act to
the Judiciary for a test of constitutionality
if passed.
Also in yesterday’s action, council
rescinded a stipulation in the SJS summer
session budget requiring excess funds to be
held in a reserve account for the following
summer.
In his president’s report, Buck withdrew
his veto to the stipulation, after council agreed
excess funds should return to the general
fund.
Then, acting on Buck’s recommendation of
adopting a permanent A.S. attorney of record,
council endorsed the use of student fees for
permanent legal -aid counseling.
At present the firm of Bowers and Priest
helps students with legal problems, and
council voted to retain the firm temporarily
as attorney of record.
And by voice vote council approved three

recommendations concerning the treatment of
political prisoners in Iran.
Council first condemned the execution
today of six Iranian patriots and called for
a halt to further executions. It then asked
that a medical and legal team of observers
be allowed to inspect prisons and alleged
"torture houses" in Iran.
The recommendations would be sent to the
United Nations, the prime minister of Iran
and to Iranian embassies in NewYork and San
Francisco.
By a nearly unanimous vote, council
approved a motion by Councilman Ibraham
Otmishi asking the state college Board of
Trustees and a committee studying the issue
of foreign student tuition to keep the current
$600 fee for those students.
In major allocations, council gave $803
to the campus birth control clinic.
According to coordinator Donna Funs, the
clinic which began last year as an information center, should open by April.
With an allocation of $363, an SJS wrestler will compete in an NCAA championship
meet.
Chicano EOP received an allocation of
$200 to sponsor a play on March 17 by Los
Rios Quezadquitl of the University of Santa
Clara.
Council gave $163 to the SJS Political
Science Department to send a student representative to a New York symposium on
the presidency.
Council also allocated $1,000 to its legislative account for A.S. operating and travel
expenses.

Overseas studies programs under State scrutiny
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke and California State College International
Program officials are slated to be questioned at a meeting of the Investigative Board in Sacramento today.
The inquiry results from a report, "The Analysis of the Budget," released by A. Alan Post, legislative analyst, in November.
In the report Post accused the program directors with questionable
program management, and extravagant expenditures.
"Criminal intent has apparently been absent," stated Post, "according
to investigations by the chancellor’s staff, and the attorney general."
Assemblyman Charles Warren last month alleged that Chancellor
Dumke made two trips to England in 1970 when there were no students
enrolled in the program at that time.
A spokesman for the chancellor told the Spartan Dailey yesterday the
first trip was concerned with setting up the program in England and that
they did have one student enrolled in the program then.
The second trip to England was made while the Chancellor was en route to other countries in Europe, the spokesman said. At that time
there were 33 students enrolled in the program, he added.

The International Program, begun in 1963 in cooperation with selected
foreign universities permits state college students to obtain one year of
regular credit while studying in a foreign country.
"The most serious problem," stated Post, "is that the students have
been overcharged $310,545. The surplus reflects an unauthorized tuition
or a discriminatory tax against students."
The legislature has formally expressed its intent be establishing a
$50,000 contingency reserve and directing that excess reimbursements
be abated against student fees.
"Therefore the $260,545 ($310,545 surplus minus the $50,000 reserve)
should be returned to those former students who were overcharged since
July 1, 1969.
A more reasonable fee should be paid by current and
future students participating in the programs,
Post charged several improprieties including:
Unrecorded bank accounts
Gifts of state properties and funds
Lack of bank statements and cancelled checks for foreign bank
accounts.
..011

Providing of services without reimbursement to nonstate college
students.
Lack of charter flight manifests or passenger lists (except for one
year, 1970) for identification of nonstudent and noninternational
programs personnel.
Questionable contractual services.
The report stated that at least $13,725 has been paid by the state for
transportation of at least 28 nonstate employees on charter nights to and
from the United States.
Other foreign officials have received free charter flights, including
the sister of the resident coordinator of Israel.
Other "extravagant expenditures," according to Post were:
The transportation of an automobile belonging to the director of
International Programs from Italy to Vienna at a cost to the state
of $1,000.
During the summer of 1967, the director made three trips to the
same country in Europe at the cost of $3,900 of which all but $935
was paid from student funds.
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Staff Continents

by Bob Pellerin
Gerald Crilly was visibly
shaken as he entered the Spartan
Daily office last week.
His forehead beneath curly
brownish hair was flushed and he
spoke hurriedly, with his eyes
flashing quickly behind steel rimmed glasses. Gerald Crilly
was scared.
You remember Crilly. He is
the SJS student who blasted foreign students in a recent letter
to the Spartan Daily.

It was an intemperate letter,
to be sure.
"I don’t want to
hear your bitching," he told foreigners who are angry over sudden tuition increases. He claimed
foreign
students
are here
"wearing fine rags that cost more
money that I and others have in
the bank..."
Crilly frankly concluded that
with "millions" of Americans
standing in I ine for col lege, "Foreign students, as I see it, are

A gift horse’s mouth

The day Crilly’s letter was
published he found things are
not so free even on a college campus ---a place where
free speech should be most
heartily embraced.
That Wednesday night Cr i I I y’ s
life was threatened four times.
He was barraged with phone calls
from people with foreign accents
who said they would "get" him.
"One guy said there were 200
of them and they were going to
come after me," Crilly told me
nervously while at the Daily office last week.
He said he later found one of
his automobile tires slashed and
his car engine tampered with.
"I had to disconnect my telephone and move away," Crilly
continued.
"I was planning to
move anyway, later in the month,
but I was too scared to stay any
longer."
Crilly did not volunteer this
information readily. He was in
the Daily- office only to get a
second letter printed, in which he
said he was not a "fascist" or
"racist" but merely a man concerned with "priorities."
It was not until this writer
later probed him about his nervousness that he relayed the information of the abuses he
suffered.
It was not as though
he were fabricating tales.

(:or, Farle
a bunch of lacquered boxes.
If you read news stories
That
all sounds innocent
exactly as they’re written, you
enough.
really miss a lot. I hesitate
to say that you should "read
But the musk oxen got sick!
between the lines," but you
Don’t you see it now? Thex
all
consider
should
certainly
sick --TOO SOON!
got
possible sides of a story.
master plot, carefully planned
Take, for example, Nixon’s
and executed, foiled by the
visit to China. Please. Some
poor timing of a bunch of
people have suggested that it
hairy cows!
was a campaign device, meant
Consider the ramificato capture votes.
tions: Nixon gives them the
Others have considered it a
musk oxen, which get sick.
sincere effort to promote
The disease spreads, and soon
better understanding between
the musk oxen in China get
the U.S. and China, which is
sick. Panic! Disaster!
like trying to make friends
The musk oxen pornographic
with the bully on the block.
art industry, a mainstay of
We had BETTER be nice to
China’s economy, dissolves.
China, because one of these
The Mao regime teeters and
like
days they’ll squash us
falls.
Nixon, never one to let
grapes if we aren’t.
opportunity knock unanswered,
Only by careful reading of
ships a new pair of healthy
the sources, collation and winmusk oxen to China.
nowing of the facts, can you
In no time, we control
get the real story: it was an
China’s economy. Whenever
OFFENSIVE move! Offensive
one of those inscrutable Asians
to someone besides the Demogets uppity, Nixon calls up the
cratic party, I mean.
lease on his musk oxen; and
As is customary, Nixon
he goes out of business.
gave the Chinese a gift; a
They
What do you suppose Chou
pair of musk oxen.
put in those laqcuered boxes?
returned the compliment with

Yum ’ Room
The Yum
1)
tone 0%den
Urn, I don’t mean to complain
or anything, but "Umunhum,"
like linoleum, aluminum and cinnamon, is just one of those words.
It drives me crazy every time
I have to say it and it drives
Judy Bradley crazy, too.
She’s one of
Who’s she?
the girls at the information desk
in the College Union.
She has to say Umunhum about
30 times a day and has to repeat
it over and over to incredulous
newcomers who just can’t believe
such a name exists.
"The Hum--anumanum
Room???" they ask. One janitor
calls it the "YumYum" Room.
Who thought of such a name?
Well, all the names of rooms in
the College Union are supposed
to be names of landmarks indigenous to the San Jose area.
Since there’s an Umunhum

mountain somewhere, there’s an
Umunhum Room.
But why not just call that big
300 seat meeting room the
"Hamilton" room and be done
with it?
I won’t even mention the
Costanoan or Loma Prieta
Rooms, among other tough to say
and spell names.
What we are, linguists?
I
have nothing against Spanish or
Indian names, but why not easier
to say ones?
Why not an "Ole" room or a
"Bravo" room.
And why not,
for that matter, a "Blarney
Room" or a "Tokyo Room?’
Not everyone is double jointed
in the tongue department.
I
suggest that Umunhum be changed
to
a
more
pronounceable
appellation.

Mano a Mano
por Pedro Mario Michel
Bueno Raza aqui estamosotra
vez para sirvirles.
En este
articulo quisera discutir unas
cuantas cosas. La mas impoi-tante es un anuncio que un
amigo presento para publicacion:
The new Latin American
Studies Organization will be holding its first meeting on Wednesday, March 1 at 3 p.m., CH160.
All students majoring or minoring
in Latin American History or who
are interested in helping develop
this organization are invited to
attend.
At the present time, Peter
Roderiquez a Latin American historian, is assisting MacarioOrtiz
in developing the criteria for the
organization.
They plan to incorporate all the various disciplines of Latin America within
the framework of study.
Aver si se puedan levantar
estos vatos. Con toda suerte,
amigos.
Para comentar en la idea de
presentando cosas para publicacion, tengo que decir que es
buena idea que la persona que se
encarga de este articulo Mano a
Mano tome muchas cosas de la
gente. Estamos para sirvir, que
no?
Otra cosa, es lo que va pasar
manana en la tarde. El comite
ye ha selecionar un nuevo EOP
director. El comite es un body
electado por la gente y tiene la
responsiblidad de recomendar el
In other words
nuevo directo.

there is going to be a recommendation of a new Chicano
director here at SJS. The committee of Mexican -American affairs will make the final recommendation. The committee is a
body of elected representatives
representing the Chicano community, here at school and in the
barrio.
It is composed of 10
people who are : Angie Martinez,
representing La Confederaction
de La Raza Unida, Raul Baca,
from the Minority Business Association, Fred Villasenor, from
Magsa, (the Mexican -American
Graduate Student Ass.) Ephrain
Lugo, from Masters of Social
Work, Al Espinosa, from the
Students of MSW, Felix Ortiz
y Abel Cota represent the students at large, Laurenee Holguin
represents EOP, Hector Cordova
represents Mags and Art Carbaj al
is the Chairman.
These representatives will select a new
EOP director at 3:30 in the Costonoan Room. That’s on Thursday,
March 2.
Bueno aver quien va ser el new
director. We would like to thank
Humberto Garza for a fine job.
Man, that is one hell of a hard job
especially when everyone wants to
be pleased.
Y aqui estarrius, uiga que
piensan del espanol? Dedemos de
tener mas espanol en todas las
cosas que no?
Que Viva Nuestra Raza Linda
y our friends!!!!

not even on the list."
They are angry words, indeed, and words with which this
writer cannot agree.
But this
is America ---that country where
a healthy First Amendment
guards one’s right to say anything,
no matter how disagreeable or
repugnant it may be.
That’s what Gerald Crilly
thought. He now knows differently.
Guardian of rights

Letters to the editor

Birth control corrections
Editor:
Based on rumors that a substantial number of people do
bother to read the Spartan Daily,
my own observation that the Daily
staff does earnestly attempt to
publish unbiased and factual information, plus reactions resulting from the two previous
articles related to the contraception education and counsel ing program, I see the need to clarify
some comments that I just now
realize I must have made (in
some way or other).
The initial report indicated
that the birth control clinic would
definitely open in April. This is
The
my own projected goal.
developing proposal has yet to be
completed and submitted for approval.
Secondly, there exists at the
student government level its own
modified version of a bureaucratic process of decision -

making which assures most of us
who are action -oriented that
eventually ideas will be acted
I did not mean to imply
upon.
that A.S. had forth -rightly snubbed the project as undesirable,
rather that I did not understand
the total procedure of decision making.
Lastly, that such an expansion
of student health services really
benefits a great majority of our
total student population is not a
fact that I feel our representatives
in A.S. government would ignore.
As soon as the Special Allocations Committee can gather a
quorum, it appears that A.S. council would see the validity of our
efforts and would tend toward
being supportive in terms of funding.
Donna Fung
Student Coordinator
Campus Birth Control Clinic

Let’s get a post office
Editor:
It all started Monday morning,
when i desperately needed to buy
100 eight -cent stamps for a club
newsletter that had to hit the
mail -box that afternoon.
The
only place on campus that sells
stamps is the Courtesy (and I
use the term loosely) Booth, recently relocated in the Associated
Students Business Office.
There was a long line at the
Courtesy Booth, but I really
needed those stamps. After a 10
minute wait (there was only one
person working, even though the
line stretched out the door) I was
told I couldn’t buy more than 20
stamps.
I thought this was rather
strange, especially since I saw a
folder filled with at least six
sheets of stamps lying on the
clerk’s desk. Also, I had always
been able to buy large quantities
of stamps when the Courtesy
Booth had been located in the
Spartan Bookstore. But it was
no use.
As I began the hike to the
Post Office on South Second
Street, I realized that once again
I was a victim of the infamous
SJS bureaucracy.
Why isn’t there a Post Office

on campus? Stanford University
has one --why don’t we?
Not a big shiny building with
fancy P.O. boxes, sorting bins
and "wanted" Posters. Just a
little booth tucked away in some
corner of the College Union with
a friendly representative of the
government inside.
federal
Someone who will sell stamps,
weigh envelopes, and maybe insure a package once in a while.
We have a snack bar on campus, so people can grab a cup of
coffee between classes. We have
a Health Center, so people don’t
have to leave campus to get
sick.
We have a library, so
people don’t have to go to the city
library to read back issues of the
Visalia Equal Rights Expositor.
It’s only logical that we should
have a Post Office on campus,
too.
After all, there’s nothing
more American than the Post
Office.
Should SJS students be
forced to leave campus to mail
letters to their Congressmen, or
packages to Mom back home? Of
course not!
What would Ben Franklin say
if he knew SJS didn’t have a Post
Office?
Joyce Krieg
N00742

In
Unfortunately the Crilly
thing
is not some unique
case of intimidation at SJS.
Rather it symbolizes the real
atmosphere of fear that is growing here.
In the 1950s the taboos were
against communist or socialist
thought,
atheism, and other
"radical" beliefs. We were not
to criticize American establishments.
But today the trend has
reversed. The sacred areas that
must not be questioned are on the
left end of the spectrum ---special
minority programs, for example.
Intimidation is very strong
from some who would prefer that
no criticism be directed at such
programs.
One writer on the
Spartan Daily staff has already
faced vaguely worded threats
while looking into one such program this semester. He asked
to have his beat changed and
refuses to be named because of
intense fear.
Such an atmosphere of anxiety
does not belong on a college campus, and it should be the duty
of all who cherish freedoms here
to see that it comes to an end,
quickly.
What is ironic is that this is
happening among our generationthe generation touted to be
the most educated, idealistic and
tolerant of any other.
Yes, they say we are the
most tolerant of all generations.
But I seriously question such
praise. And I think Gerald Crilly
would have his doubts too.
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Seminar on the Asian MH 225
8:00 p.m.
American Personality T
Fulfilling & Transcending self: Finding
7-9 p.m.
MH 224
& Building Community Th
425 S 9th
Su 12:00 p.m.
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7:30 p.m.
MD 223
T
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7:30 p.m.
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W
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Educational Critique
Seminar with Clint
Sample "Adopting the
Educational Process
F 11:00 a.m.
Mil 225
To The Human Mind"
Environmental Lit
Th
’1:45
p.m.
MH 223
Analysis
Thornton’s Hooper’s
7:45 p.m. "The Green"Awareness Exercises" T
ing House"
1273 Kimberly, San Jose, CA
7:30 p.m. Jonah’s Wail
Seminar on Non -Violence M
Mona Lisa & Other
Feminists
F 12-1:30 p.m.
HE 208
Intro. to Shoto Kan
Karate
M -W 3-4:30 p.m. WG 101
Practical Mechanics
CLOSED
Breadmaking
CLOSED
Intro. to Magic
CANCELLED
Techniques of Gambling CANCELLED
Anyone interested in organizing a new Experimental
College workshop or in participating in any of the
above classes can contact Randy Kern or Maile
Ornellas, ExC co -directors, for more information
at 277-3201.

South Bay
rock-folk-soul

It

BY DAVID CRAWFORD

Cold Blood eases up
tr.

Ample Davis

Eight Davis
jurors seated
By MEL JOHNSON
Eight prospective jurors
were seated yesterday in the
murder, conspiracy and kidnap trial of Black activist
Angela Davis.
Mrs. Ruth A. Ruth,
Howard R. Atkinson, William
P. Hotaling, Mrs. Mary W.
Titcomb, Mrs. Alice F.
Evarts, Miss Anne B. Wade
and Robert C. McCarty, all
White, and one Black woman,
Mrs. Jane He mpbill, got
seats.
Mrs. Hempbill, a housewife, with three children, is
a 17 -year resident in the
county.
Two other prospective
Jurors of third world extraction --Mrs. Nancy A. Schelnz
and Samson Wolfe --were
excused.
Mrs. Schelnz cited her
recent surgery accompanied

by a doctor’s excuse as reason for not serving.
Wolfe, currently unemployed, testified that his son
had just been hospitalized and
if it weren’t for that he
would be more than happy to
serve.
"In order to maintain the
insurance on my son I have
to go back to work," he said.
William E. Waugh, 73, had
been seated but asked to be
excused because his 79 year -old wife is ill. "I could
not devote my mind seriously
to it with that on my mind,"
he said of his wife’s illness.
"She doesn’t drive or anything like that, she just sits
there," Waugh added.
The trial is set to reconvene today at 9:30 a.m, in
an attempt to fill the four
remaining seats.

Cost of being girl eased in lab
Six coeds are providing
"good competition" for the
18 males in Industrial
146, commonly
Studies
known as auto lab, says instructor Edwin Darland.
Nothing is more sure
than death, taxes and auto
repair, although Gail
Obsniuk enrolled because
she likes mechanical things.
Self-defense is a good
reason for a basic knowledge
of cars. A $5 side mirror
purchased from a local

dealer cost $2 and a 15 minute wait for installation.
It takes less than one
minute with a simple tool to
install the mirror.
Women without handy
friends, or poor bluffing
techniques, know all too well
the humiliating experience
of being "taken" --either for
extra installation charges, a
major repair on a minor
job or incomplete work.
Janice Lee enrolled because she can’t afford to

pay expensive mechanics.
She hasn’t fixed anything yet,
but comments, "At least I
know how much I’m getting
gypped."
Paula Arterburn said
men students are very helpful to the women because
they know women don’t have
the background of "talking
shop."
Vernacchia
Genevieve
says she is disappointed because the class doesn’t
cover rotary engines like

the Mazda she hopes to buy.
I.S. 146 familiarizes the
student with insurance, car
purchases, financing and
emergency road procedures. Instructor Darland
says the class teaches an
understanding of proper
engine tuning that has important effects on the amount
of pollution, as well as
driving techniques.
"Unnecessary idling and
fast acceleration produce
greater quantities of smog,"
he said.

’Reed’ initiates crusade
to tap literary creativity
By TERRI SPRENGER
Reed Magazine, the only
campus literary magazine,
has started a crusade for
creativity.
"I hope that the current
issue of Reed will be the
beginning of drawing the
talented people of this camNot just
pus together.
writers, but photographers
artists, too," emand
phasized Charles Edwards,
Reed editor.
Reed in the past has been
labeled as merely an outlet for the creative energy of
English majors, according
to Edwards.
"I would like to dispell
the rumor that Reed is for
English majors only. Our
staff has psychology, philosophy, art, math and anthropology majors, all selected
for their competence,"
Edwards remarked.
An active art staff,
headed by Richard Galt, art
editor, will transform Reed
visually.
"We’re waging a campaign in the Art Department
with posters and by going
into the classrooms," said
Galt.

Besides organizing the
school literary magazine,
the Reed staff as a class
has been responsible for
bringing poets and writers
on campus for readings of
their works.

past students to read their
work as possible. Not
necessarily those who have
’made it’, but those who
have gained some noteriety
on the outside," Edwards
explained.

"We try to get as many
San Jose State graduates and

"Bringing people like
this on campus gives SJS

artists incentive," he continued.
Reed is also exploring
the possibility of sponsoring
a SJS student -produced film
festival.
Reed is accepting contributions in F.O. 216 and
the English Department office until March 31.

What can you say about the Bay Area’s best White female
soul singer when she has a bit of an "off" night?
The crucial point about Lydia Pense of the Cold Blood
band, which played Campbell’s Bodega Restaurant last
Thursday, is this: On her "normal" nights she’s the supreme
White soul singer around --blues and soul phrasing, note
range, harmony or whatever the measuring stick. And the
Cold Blood act is so superlative on most nights that the
slightest easing up, especially by Miss Pense, makes the
show seem lackluster.
That was my impression last week as the diminutive
blonde seemed bothered by a cold, a sore throat from a
previous show or a combination of the two. But the Bodega
crowd, packed in so tight the aisles were filled five deep
all around the oblong -shaped club, thought otherwise since
the place was jumpin’ fromabout the second number through
the two 40 -minute sets.
The highlights first: "Low and Behold," a gospel -blues,
medium funky tune which showcased Miss Pense’s blues
range and unique phrasing. The excellent horn section
(two trumpets, two tenor saxes), which recently added
former Boz Suaggs band tenor man Mel Martin, added its
driving, staccato punctuation.
The sexy -slow blues, "I Just Want to Make Love to You,"
was the group’s top effort. The tune developed into a mini marathon of Lydia leading the audience in singing the title
phrase and each soloist (sax and guitar) taking off.
But overall Miss Pense was not up to her usual screamy
Her voice didn’t carry its normal impact which
style.
sets her apart from lesser vocalists. The "Make Love"
jam really took it out of her, so the encore of the well recognized "I’m a Good Woman" was kind of a letdown.
The band turned in its usual tight job, especially on two
instrumentals. Guitarist Mike Sasaki is the rock influence
In the group, while the other players, including superb organist Raul Matute, are basically soul men.
The eight -member Cold Blood has two albums out on
the San Francisco label, "Cold Blood" and the excellent
"Sisyphus." The group’s third, "First Taste of Sin," will
be out late this month on Reprise, according to drummer
Sandy McKee.
*
It’s blues week in the South Bay, with veteran traditional
blues singer John Lee Hooker booked Friday night at Palo
Alto’s In Your Ear, 135 University Ave. ($2.50). Blues
guitarist and singer Albert King and Hand is set tonight
at the Bodega, 30 S. Central Ave. in Campbell ($2). Oganookie on Friday ($1,) Frank Hiner blues group on Saturday
and James Lee Reeves Sunday fill out the Bodega’s weekend.

By GEORGE REDE
Special to the Daily
schools
Technological
are making use of the "sandwich element" to become
more
competitive
with
universities in Britain, a
London
professor
said
Tuesday.
Kennth Parker, a visiting
scholar and a member of the
student -faculty interdisciplinary program at Northeast
London Polytechnic School,
told an udience of 30 persons
in the C.U. Loma Prieta
Room, "Vocational schools
are becoming increasingly
important by providing an
outlet for student talents."
Universities (the equivalent to American high
schools) are no longer the
only place to turn for secondary
education,
said
Parker.
The
"sandwich element," Parker explained,
is
providing on-the-job
training at a student’s
chosen profession and has
been largely responsible for
the new trend.
"By the time one of our
students gets his diploma,
he is ready to work for a
company,"
Parker explained. "He knows what’s
going on because he’s been
learning his job while going
to school."
"The company doesn’t
have to waste two years of
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PREPARATION FOR APRIL

Trinity tonight through Saturday, Odyssey Room, 799E1 Cernino in Sunnyvale
Al the Los Gatos Wine Geller, 50 University Ave.- Rick Gaston rhythm and
blues tonight. Frank Mangano Friday and Mik Seward Saturday. W, Spider
tonight. Doebie Brothers and Mom Friday -Saturday at Chateau Liberte, 22700
Old Santa Cruz Highway in Los Gatos
The Shondells Friday -Saturday at the
Sand Castel 152 501, 2nd and S San Antonio in Los Altos James Las
tonight 1511, soul -rock Family Jewel Friday. Demi and Plourgh Saturday and
Thomas Martin Sunday at Chuck’s Cellar. 4926 El Camino. Los Altos At
Homer’s Warehouse, 79 Homer Ave , Palo Alto Pomp, rock ’n roll Friday,
You Saturday. Houck andScott tonight through Saturday at Los Alto’s Cuperidge,
4970 El Camino. Rock sounds of Delivery tonight through Saturday, Eternal
Circle Sunday at Friar’s, 4101 El Conlin in Plo Alto

psik gives you a lift

1’ A

training on him and they’ve
already had a good look at
him through his working
there," he said.
Parker
emphasized,
"Our graduates have had
little difficulty in getting
jobs, and this is at a time
when
unemployment
in
Britain is at its highest
since the 1940s."
Only two of 30 graduates of a London business
school were able to land
jobs last year, Parker
pointed out. In comparison,
all 22 graduates of Parker’s
school found immediate employment in the business
field.
The -sandwich ele.
ment," according to Parker,
is just one of the significant changes brought about
in recent years that is lending new direction to British
education.
The technological
schools, formerly considered inferior and "a dumping
ground for female students," are gaining in prestige with the shift in emphasis, said Parker.
Previously, "knowledge
of Greek and Latin" was
something to aim for in
Britain.
From that came the view
that "only a limited range
of subjects can have the
virtues of producing the educated man," he said.

fill

THIS WEEK’S SAN JOSE SOUNDS
Ti,. hard rock SS tonight through Saturday at the Warehouse, 1760S. Seventh
I$1.50 cover). Dirty Henry, rock ’n roll tonight through Saturday, Blackbird
Sunday et Isadore’s. 3430 Stevens Creek
At the Hatch Cover -Cellar II 14400
Stevens Creek): Family Jewel soul tonight and Saturday. Mmes Lee Reeves
Friday, Chris Barnes Sunday
Hard rock Trilogy tonight through Saturday.
folksinger Erven Jam** Sunday et the Garlic Factory, 1001 S 1.4150 cents
cover/.
Strewberry Fields, 10th and William, has L. Peters blues Friday,
Pinkie Lao Saturday 151/. Folksinger Herm Wyatt tonight, Ire Shore Friday
and Gail end Shorty Saturday at the Fog Horn, 195 E Teylor

BARBARA EDELL / 244-6671
Your campus rep has reservations for 160 PSA flights a
day, connecting Northern and Southern California. At
lowest air fares. So when you want logo, just call. It’s a
free service. (Sorry no free seats We really have
reservations about that)
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Modern comedies
Three modern oneact
comedies open tonight in the
Montgomery Theatre at 8:30
p.m., with subsequent performances Friday and Saturday.
On the following weekend,
March 9, 10, 11, Jules
Feiffer’s "Little Murders"
will be presented.
The San Jose Theatre
Guild is featuring a satiric
marriage and family theme
in its selection of "Bea,
Frank, Richie and Joan," by
Ron ee Taylor andJoseph
Bologna, "The Golden
Fleece," by A.R. Gurney, Jr.
and Robert Sherwood’s "I’m
Herbert."
Director John Rose has
cast Roberta Viscovich and
William Chestnut, who
appeared in a recent Guild
production of "Plaza Suite,"
as the married couples in

Photos by Dianne Hagarnan

Laser sculpture, by Campbell
and Cooper’s ’Last Night’

Kinetic sculpture
evokes tranquility
By PAULINE BONDONNO
If you’d like to trip out
into a feeling of euphoria and
bliss visit Don Campbell’s
kinetic sculpture currently
on display in the C.U. Art
Gallery through March 9.
Campbell’s laser light
sculpture, contained in a 4 foot -square box, consists of
ever-changing red pin lines
racing back and forth as
they are fragmented or
caught by turning mirrors
and reflected around the box
at varying intervals.
As the viewer begins to
look at the red bouncing laser
beams, surrounded by complete darkness, he is
absorbed in the mystery of
these rhythmic beams moving in a pattern that seldom
repeats itself.

Contemplating where the
flashing pattern might end,
one realizes that it is an
eternal flowing pattern; fragmented gently by prisms and
lenses, so that it creates a
peaceful, continual movement’ almost a visual lullaby.
Michael Cooper’s electronic kinetic sculpture, also
on display in the Art Gallery
through March 9, is an electrifying experience in contrast to the calm mood that
Campbell’s work evokes.
According to the poster
distributed through the art
gallery, "If you have a history
of epileptic seizures, related
or similar illnesses that result in you "spacing out"
when you would rather not,
you are advised not to see this
exhibit."

Many structural images
can
be invented from
In "Last
cooper’s work.
Night the Aliens Raped My
Mind Again," red, purple and
ing
green electronic v itarb
circular images move at a
terrific speed.
There are moments during the exhibit when the viewer comes close to spacing
out. It’s as though the dots
are going to bounce out of
the kinetic sculpture and grab
you. This feeling of discomfort is most evident in the
work, "Implosion."
Next Tuesday at 8 p.m.
Campbell and Cooper will
be available in the art gallery to answer questions regarding their work and discuss related topics. Coffee
will be served.

Entremont
entertains at
S.J. theater
In the tilth program
of the opening series for
the San Jose Community
Theater, the San Jose
Symphony, James K.
Guthrie, conductor, will
feature pianist Philippe
Entremont F rids y at
8:30 p.m.
Tickets range from
$4-$7, and are still
available in all prices.
The program will
consist of Beethoven’s
"Leonore Overture No.
3, Op. 72", "Afro-American Symphony", by
William Grant Still, and
a work written for and
dedicated to the Community Theatre, "A
Little Piece for a Great
Hall", by Wayne Bohrnstedt .
The 34 -year -old Entremont is a veteran of
the concert stage. He
has appeared with the
Cleveland
Orchestra,
the Detroit Symphony,

Plunck‘in on the or eardrum

Mountaineers wail

By STEVE WEBBER
The Santa Cruz mountains
must be wild with half crazed, high steppin’, hard
stomping silly grin’in forest
creatures.
’Cause that’s
where Oganookie is.
Oganookie is a community. Its founding fathers
and sole inhabitants are also
Oganookie, the musical
group. And the boys do play.
They played T ue sda y
night at the SJS Joint Effort
and we all just loved it.
Yeeehaah, that electric
fiddle shore does tingle my
spine. And that there electric banjo, my my, a pick’in
and a pluck’in. good ol’ electric mountain music.
The boys quite simply,
get it on and on and on.
And they’re funny too. Quite
a treat for city folk.
Also on the bill was Cisco,
Frederick and Rassmussan.
The group is comprised of
three girls who write and sing
real purty tunes.
In a ditty about the Lord

Bluegrass -down home, right on
and that heartful of soul they
wail, "Oh Jesus, please be
my valentine." In a song
about the laments of the
roller rink they croon about
the "ball bearing blues."
The harmony was great

Cop book a fine portrait
Joseph Wambaugh’s second novel is destined to be
as popular as his 1971 best
seller, "The New Cent urions," which will be coming
out as a film this year.
"The Blue Knight" is a concisely tailored portrait of a
veteran cop and his work.
Bumper Morgan is finishing his 20th year as a beat
cop in Los Angeles. He’s
cop of the old school -twirling his stick, swaggering with his corked hat and

impressing the shoe- -shine
kids.
Although he doesn’t
believe in God, he says an
Arabic prayer that asks for
good digestion and something
to digest while his 275 -pound
frame ingests its way through
the last days with his "putah ,"
his beat.
He’s a blue island that
accepts gratuities, stretches
the truth, perjures himself
in court, celebrates life.
responds intuitively and
loves being a cop

the lyrics fine, all in all
a lot of fun and talent.
Charlie Musselwhite with
Frank and Undjas are coming to the Joint Effort March

open

One -acts

-

"Fleece" and "Herbert," the bride
Timothy D’Agosta
first and last plays on the is cast as Kenny, her high program.
heel shoe wearing brother.
Performing in the second
Jamie Evans, who applay of the following week- peared in the title role of
end’s production will be Jean Theatre Guild’s "Norman, Is
Parker, John Cirigliano, That You?," will play Alfred
Rick Santacroce and Carol Chamberlain, the role played
Turner.
by Elliott Gould in the film
Cirigliano played the role version of "Little Murders."
Mike Edmonds, David
of Frank, the muddled and
meddling father, in the SJS West and Bill Knopp are the
other principles, the detecproduction last fall.
tive, the minister and the
Norma Dillon, director judge.
for "Little Murders," and
Wedding guests are
Rose are members of Actors actors George Hickenloper,
Repertory Theatre, resident Linda Groat, Debbie Dillon
company of the Guild’s Cafe and Carolyn Watkins.
Theatre, 16 E. San Fernando
Lighting and set design
St.
for the three one -acts is
Cast in the principal roles by Jerry Granthem. Gary
of the grim Feiffer comedy Mitchell and Granthem are
are Mickey Benson as designer and technician for
Marjorie NewQuist and "Little Murders."
Howard Dillon as her husTickets are available at
band Carol. Cindy Muhleman Santa Clara Box Office or
plays Patsy, the ill-fated, call 272-1858 for reservatwo - fisted daughter and tions.

Musician change
helps popularity
By ED SESSLER
When rock bands change
personnel, there are different directions they can take
to maintain their popularity.
The rock concert held at
Winterland in San Francisco
recently, demonstrated two
of those directions.
The concert featured the
Quicksilver Messenger Service and Taj Mahal. Both
these acts have recently undergone personnel changes
and have chosen different
ways to cope with them.
Quicksilver has been
around since the beginnings
of the San Francisco Rock
scene. It now has only two
of its original members left,
guitarist Gary Duncan and
drummer Greg Elmore. Recently the group expanded to
include a horn section, which
was able to effectively compensate or the loss of its
premier lead guitarist John
Cippolina. However, now the
horns have left, and the group
is faced with a major problem.
They have chosen to make
tip for the loss by roncen-

Dance held
at Black Ice
Friday show

Ma, I ynn Yee

Black Ice Productions
will be presenting a dance
and show this Friday night,
March 3, from 9 to 2, at
the Saint Claire Hotel, 302
S. Market and W. San Carlos
Sts.
The show will feature the
Philosophics, singers and
dancers, the Electric Church
Band, and vocalist Clara
Johnson. Door charge is $2.
A bar will be open, but
minors are welcome.
The Philosophics are in
the process of recording a
new release, due some time
in April.

7. Student tickets are $1.50,
general admission $2.50.
Better get tickets early, the
management expects a sellout

trating more on volume and
depending more on Duncan
and guitar player -vocalist,
Dino Valente. Neither was
up to the task that evening.
The band relied too much on
volume and distortion and
was no where near as good
as it had been during earlier
performances.
Taj Mahal, however, was
more successful, despite
having more serious changes
to surmount. Taj is an excellent singer and instrumentalist who formerly was
backed by a large band. Now
as a soloist he has changed
his style completely.
He has toned down his
material to suit his solo
style, and relies on his own
instrumental material and
rapport with the crowd while
performing.
His act while
entirely different than in the
past is no less satisfying,
and offers a welcome alternative to the loud electric
music usually heard at Winterland.
Clearly, he has solved his
problems resulting from a
change in style, and his ready
adaptation to change could
well be taken to heart by the
less successful Quicksilver
Messenger Service.

’Watts’ dramatics
better than piano’
By GLENN LaFRANK
Thrilled by an evening
of
great showmanship, a
medium - sized crowd gave
pianist Andre Watts a standing ovation Saturday night
at De Anza College Flint
Center.
He did not deserve it.
Watts turned out to be
a better performer than pianist. As keyboard musicians
go, there are some in the SJS
Music Department who have
the potential to be much
better than Watts.
The first part of the program consisted of an hour
of Shubert.
These works
were done well, but a little
overplayed.
Watts felt he had to spice
up the music slightly by
twisting his head and jerking
his hands off the ivories to
convey the excitement of the
Shubert pieces.
Actually, all concert
pianists use dramatic hand
motions, but Watts did so
much acting it took away from
his playing, which was not
especially strong anyway.

Alter the intermission,
Watts performed two short
works by Franz Liszt, "Les
Jeux d’Eau a La Villa
d’Este", and "Don Juan Fantasy".
The first Liszt piece contamed some beautiful melodies, but Watts wanted to
play it double forte, which in
layman’s terms is thunderously loud, thus butchering it.
Watts did not equal his
publicity. Instead of traveling 10 miles to the Flint
Center, one could see as good
a pianist at the campus Concert Hall.
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Ruggers get tourney invite
Having earned almost instant status in North American rugby circles by earning
an invitation to the Monterey
National Rugby Tournament,
SJS’ maiden season ruggers
gun for their sixth consecutive victory as the guest
of the Santa Rosa Rugby Club
Saturday at 1 p.m.
The Spartans, 6-2-1 on
the season after squashing
the DC Davis seconds 25-6
Saturday, will be one of 32
teams entered in the Mon-

M":

terey competition, set to r
March 18-19 at the Polo
Field in Pebble Beach
The Spartans’ one-sided
win over Davis, sparked by
second row scrummer Rich
O’Leary who scored t wo t rys,
highlighted a busy day of activity on the Spartan green.
Three other battles were
waged, one a 31-6 crushing
y the SJS seconds over the
Palo Alto Rugby Club
seconds. In other games, DC
Davis ripped UC Santa Cruz

art supplies
10c0DiscEZZT.

Intramurals
Intramural hunch basketball is in it’s second round
and the Warriors of the D
league haven’t played a game
yet.
In the first round they
had a bye and when their
big chance came Tuesday
night their opponents, the
Photos by Dianne Hagaman

Dennis Smith

Mike Rusk

Indians wield big club,
batter Spartan Nine
It is evident the SJS baseball team are big city boys.
They never seem to fare well
on "The Farm."
Otherwise known as the
home of the Stanford Indians,
"The Farm" took its toll
on the young Spartans when
Injun leftfielder Rod Boone
crashed a three -run homer
to lead the Indians to an 8-2
non-league win Tuesday.
"We were ahead 2-1,"
said head coach Gene

Menges, "then we served up
a gopher ball."
The gopher ball (homerun
pitch) was served up by Spartan newcomer Mike Terry.
Riding a shaky 2-1 lead into
the bottom of the fifth inning, Terry issued consecutive singles before giving up
the big blow to Boone.
SJS jumped off to an early
lead on errors by the Indians in the second and fourth
stanzas, which scored Dennis

Smith and Ton Day.
Smith poked a double in
the second and then came
across on an error, while Day
tallied in the fifth attar singling.
Terry, after hurling five
innings of eight -hit ball, gave
way to junior fireballer Kris
Sorensen.
Sorensen went one inning
in which he issued two runs
and then gave way to freshman Jeff Gingrich.

Netters face Santa Clara,
Stanford in dual matches
The Spartan tennis team,
which coach Butch Krikorian
believes is co -favored in this
year’s PCAA race with Long
Beach, enters its first dual
meet competition when they
face Santa Clara today at 2:30
p.m. on the south campus
courts.
The SJS netters, who took
last season’s conference
title with no trouble, travel
to Stanford tomorrow afternoon.
Since the Santa Clara
squad is one of the weaker
teams on the Spartans’ schedule, Krikorian’s top three
netters, Carlos Kirmayr,
Robbie Wheatley and Dave
Smith, will not play.
Alternates Bruce Antal,
Greg Jasonides and Bob
Klyce will move up for the
Thursday match.
Kirmayr is hot off winning the title in last weekend’s Northern California
Intercollegiate held at SJS.
The win, coupled with his
title in last week’s San Joaquin Challenge Cup in Stockton, puts him in the lead
with 150 points for Northern
California Tennis Association Player of the year.
Kirmayr, a 21 -year -old
senior, continued his quest
for the NCTA honor last night
in his opening match at the
Lodi Invitational Tournament, which ends Sunday.
Wheatley, the No. 2 man
is a senior with two years
of experience. Third man
Dave Smith: another senior,

is
the
team’s
most
improved player," according to Krikorian.
Junior Chris Fitzpatrick,
the No. 4 man, bases his
game on a big serve and the
volley game.
Krikorian calls sophomore Terry Rodgers "the
most dedicated and determined" player this year. He
relies on his all -court game.
Rick Ishikawa, a net
rusher with a strong backhand, is set for the Spartans’
sixth spot.
Krikorian rates the Stanford netters as "no worse
than second in the nation,"
including Texas’ Trinity
College as the school to
battle the Indians for the
national title.
The Stanfordites showed
their power in the Nor Cal
event, taking the team title
with 21 points (SJS was secr***88,4E*****116 $
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Selected
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problems after
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urse Outlines
Titles:
ALGEBRA AND TRIGONOMETRY Fre Faltulto Malnemsfics
AMERICAN HISTORY, VOLUME I TO 1877
AMERICAN HISTORY, VOLUME II. SINCE 1865
COLLEGE CHEMISTRY, VOLUME I. An Onentatmn
SOCIOLOGY
SEANiSH LITERATURE
WESTERN PHILOSOPHY. VOLUME
600 BC to 1600 AD
WESTERN PHILOSOPHY. VOLUME IE SINCE 1600
WORLD CIVILIZATION, VOLUME i TO 1715
WORLD CIVILIZATION. VOLUME II: SINCE 1650
MOPE OtiS ON THE WAY-

95
each

(-01R. SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
Nig150 San Jose State College
San Jose, Calif 95114

with RANDY ROACH

Gingrich proved the most
effective of the Spartan pitchers, striking out two and
walking a like number while
shutting out the lnjuns during his two -inning stint.

FINE ARTS

Bean Dips, didn’t show.
However, some teams
have been playing.
Sigma
Nu beat Sigma Chi for their
second win and the 49er’s
smashed Over the Hill,
50-10. Voll e yball sign-ups
(6 -man) are being taken now
until March 24.

OLDIES BUT
GOODIES

Tonight 6:15-8 p.m.
Request line 277-2766

KSJS 90.7 FM

were Jim Silva, Tim Mk!
and Tom Tutt, who played ais
outstanding game after moving from hooker to scrum half
in the first half.
"It was probably the be
team effort of the seasons]
declared SJS coach Keit
"We had morf
Lansley.
of a balance between th
backs and the forwards thati
in the past."

and Palo Alto topped the
Santa Clara seconds.
Others scoring trys for
the SJS first side Saturday
were wingers Steve Zanetell
and Vic Cone ertino and
scrum half Rich Greco.
Forward Bob Edwards
scored eight of the points
for the Spartan seconds on
a try, penalty kick and con vi WTI Others scoring trys

. CERAMICS

COMMERCIAL ART . DRAFTING
* $3.00 Min. Purchase

San Jose’s Oldest and Largest Art Store

YOU ARE INVITED TO TOUR
A

TWA 747
TIME: 8:30 PM :
DATE: THUR. MAR, 9
PLACE: TWA -San Francisco
International Airport

FREE:PRIZES, MOVIES,GIVEWAYS;
See the inside of o ’real’ Boeing 7471
RSVP

TWA Campus Rep Bruce Freeman 257-5807

FREE PARKING COUPON AVAILABLE AT SPARTAN TRAVEL MART,
LOWER LEVEL OF UNION

91

If you can stump us
with any one of these hi-fi
questions, you win a
Fisher TS -100 -shirt.
1. What is sensitivity?
2. What does a muting control do’’
3. What is a Hertz?
I. A car bearing a corpse
2. The number of back and forth
vibrations of an AC signal in
I second.
3. A national car renting company.
4. What does the term "selectivity" mean?
5. The control that makes it possible to
listen to the full range of sound when
music is played at a low volume is called:
I. Range control.
2. Loudness contour control.
3. Volume control.
6. What purpose does a high filter
control perform?
7. What are Baxandall controls?
8. What is a watt?
I. A unit of light.
2. A unit of power.
3. A unit of efficiency.
9. What is distortion?
10. How do the various power
measurements, such as Peak-to-Peak,
IHF, EIA and RMS relate to actual
output power?
11. The ability of a speaker to follow
low-frequency signals of large
amplitude is called:
I. Transient response.
2. Compliance.
3. Efficiency.
12. What is the function of a
crossover network?
13. What is meant by an acousticsuspension speaker system?
14. What arc the advantages of a
heavy turntable platter?
IS. Wow and flutter are:
I. Changes in power output
of an amplifier.
2. Distortion caused by variations
in turntable or tape deck motor speed.
3. Irregularities in the human voice.
16. What arc the main benefits of
electronics tuning?
I. More accurate than manual tuning.
2. Lower cost than manual tuning.
3. Provides convenient remote
control tuning.
17. What doe, the term "capture
ratio" mean?
18. What is an 1C?
19. What do tape monitor circuits do?
20. What is the TS-100?

There arc twenty questions in this ad. They’re hard
questions. And while our salesmen know the answers to most
of them, it isn’t unreasonable to expect a slip on one or two.
So your chances of winning are good.
But even if you don’t win, you.can buy at a
fantastic price, a price that Fisher loses money on.
You can buy one of these T-shirts for only a
dollar. (They’re a $3.50 value,)
If you have any questions about our salesman’s
answers, ask him for the official answer sheet.
( He’s not allowed to look at it till after he’s answered
your question.)
Any questions?

MUSIC CITY
448 Winchester Blvd. Tel. 248-1856
San Jose
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THAT
ISN’T
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EASTER&SUMMER
CHARTERS...0,y.
Hawaii
$149,....
New York $159
Chicago $122round
Wash.D.C.
$153
More than 50 summer departures!!
Jerry

Air award open

. THE FACT 15, .9
LIKE You, AN’ (YOU SEE.L.JE I;ADON’T
DoNYT
YOU DON’T
LJHERE
COMM/MC.5TE YOU’RE
AN’ THE CONCLUSION
HERE ,
CAN ONLY BE ,
THIS UNIVERSE
ENOuQ-1
OF olor

An avid interest in model
airplane flying may prove a
deciding factor in choosing a
recipient for the Dean Smith
Memorial Award.
Sophomore and junior

us

aeronautics majors are eligible. Applications may be
turned into the Financial Aids
Office, Room 234 of the Administration Building by Fri day.

round trip

trip

’Ci06

round trip

5 or 6
WEEKS

AntikalEl

Fall college admissions still open
By EILEEN COLLA
The admissions situation
it SJS and other state colleges is like a teeter-totter.
The number of applications for fall ’72 has outweighed department openings
in 10 areas since the initial
November filing period.
According to Roy J.Delpier, SJS admissions officer,
departments which are
closed for fall are: Librarianship (masters program),
interior design, aeronautics
operations, art (b achelors
program). graphic design,
nursing, occupational ther-

apy, behavioral science, social service, and administration of justice.
Other departments, however, are still open. Del pier estimates that approximately 7,000 to 8,000 more
applications can be processed be fore admissions
reaches its ceiling of 21,000
applications.
Of course not all of these
applicants are given space
reservations. Those who do
acquire space must see that
transcripts are forwarded to
the proper college.
Then

they are scrutinized to deter-

mine whether a student is
eligible for acceptance.
One problem that Del pier
has dealt with is that often
a student isn’t granted space
at his first choice college but
refuses space granted in his
second or third choices. He
tells students that they must
be willing to attend alternate
schools or they shouldn’t put
them down on the application.
The filing period for the
spring ’73 semester is set
for August. So students who

Apartment flowers

Grow your own
By PAULA BELSHAW
One of the greatest feelings in the world captured me
the day my morning glory
bloomed.
You can’t get the feeling
by going down to the local
nursery and buying potted
plants. You have to grow
your own.
Sometimes it isn’t so
easy. but whoever said life
was a bowl of flowers?
For all you apartment dwelling students, something
green growing on your windowsill is the closest you’ll
get to a garden for a while.
So let’s explore the possibilities.
Naturally we’ll assume that you’re
going to start from scratch. Nurseries
are outofbounds. Sometimes they’re outufreach from the pocketbook standpoint.
Find yourself some kind of plant container. A clay pot with a drainage hole
works best, but a metal bread pan or
antique container can work just as well,
provided you don’t over -water your precious new life.
You also need a spot on a windowsill
or a balcony where the sun can reach
Sonic varieties of indoor
your plant.
plants need no sun at all, such as dwarf
palms.
If you have no place where the sun
can reach your plant, use a high intensity lamp or sun lamp for a few hours
each day.
Your next decision is the hardest.
What to grow?
I’ve found, for the first experience,
morning glories are generally prolific.
There isn’t much you can do to kill
them, except forget to water them. Anything will die from dehydration.
If you don’t like morning glories, marigolds are also easy to grow. Coleus
provides an evergreen for your indoor
gardening efforts. African violets are
beautiful, but usually difficult to grow
unless proper organic soil condition is
maintained.
Peat moss is one of the best planting
mediums, but you can also use ordinary
soil replenished with plant food, or a small
amount of compost (decomposed organic
matter such as grass clippings, manure
and dead leaves).
For any of the plants or flowers you
have chosen, you’ll need gravel or charcoal at the bottom of the pot for drainage. Cover this with peat moss or soil.
Plant the seed just below the surface
and pover lightly with soil.
Water lightly every other day until
the seed germinates (sprouts). Continue
to water the plant every other day enough
to saturate the soil (more if your plant
gets lots of sun. less it the plant gets

to speak
Al Mason, author of a controversial right-wing column
in the Valley Journal, will
be the guest of Sigma Delta
(’hi, journalism society, tonight at 8 in JC208.
Mason, who is also editor of the twice - weekly
"throw - away" Sunnyvale
paper, has come out against
the United Nations, school
busing, the consumer movement and highway beautification in his columns.
The youthful Mason is a
graduate of SJS.
The speech is free and
open to the public. At 7:30
p.m. today, a business meeting of Sigma Delta Chi will
be held for all journalism
students.

only short periods Of sunlight).
Check your plants before watering by
pushing into the soil with your index finger. If the soil is moist, the plant doesn’t
need watering.
Black or brown wet patches on leaves
or stems is a sign of over -watering in
winter.
If you’ve planted morning glories, let
them grow until they reach a height of
two inches when the vine will need something to climb.
A plastic ruler that has holes for tracing
numbers and letters makes an interesting
and unique -looking miniature trellis for the
vine.
Push the ruler into the dirt about three fourths of an inch from what you choose
as the backside of the plant. Take the
tallest part of the vine and intertwine it
throught several of the ruler openings.
As the vine grows it will continue to
intertwine itself in the ruler openings -with a little help from you --providing an
unusual background for the blooms that
appear in approximately one month.
For marigolds, no trellis is needed,
but the planting and growing method is the
same.
Be cautious with the seeds, a few go
a long way. You may have to do some
thinning. Do this simply by removing any
extra plants that sprout.
Make sure to keep all house plants
away from direct heat such as a heater.
At night remove plants from the windowsill to avoid danger from cold.
For weekends or vacation absences,
watering the plant presents no problem.
Water the plant thoroughly, then insert
two sticks slightly taller than the plant
on each side of the pot.
Drops light -weight plastic bag over the
sticks and fasten around the pot with a
rubber band or tape.
The moisture from the plant will condense on the plastic bag and drain down
the inside of the bag into the soil.
This creates enough humidity and a
simple self -watering device.

MEETINGS I
TODAY
Chi ALPHA/UPPER ROOM,7 30p m .
434 E Will..,,, St above Strawberry
F
ANGELA DAVIS DEFENSE COMMITTEE. 1230 pm, CU Guadalupe
Poem
SIGMA DELTA CHI,7 30p rn .JC 208
Al Mason, editor and con aaaaa live
,olumnist for the Valley Jthomal news
wrIl be the guest speaker
Meson is also en alumnus of SJS
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION. 7 30 pm campus chapel
F very. welcome
THE NAVIGATORS. Bible study, 7 30
p n, C U Pacheco Room
MANPOWER
ADMINISTRATION
CLUB, 6 pm , BC 316 All business
majors ere welcome
F IL IP IMO. AME R ICAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION, 7 p mc. C U Pacifica
Roorn Budget proposals for Culture
Week roll be discussed
HILLEL FOUNDATION, 7 30 p rn
Jewish Student Coder. 47 S 581 SI
Topic will be "Jewish Mystocism and
Chaste.sm ’
TOMORROW
CHESS CLUB, noon 4 30 pm CU
Almaden Preen

"Tog. Meditatoon and the Occult An,
tomy of Man "
ELLIOTT FOX will speak on the Balsa’,
Fast which begins today, 8pm,CU
Montelvo Room
DAVE PRITCHETT, assistant mana
ger of Barclay’; Bank, will speak on
"The Future in Banking," 7 30 p m
Blum’;. Town and Country Village
Sponsored by FMA
TOMORROW
ALAN WATTS, philosopher and author. will speak on the "Psychological
Aspects of Mystical Experience," 8
pm, CU Ballroom
Tickets are
available in the A S Business Office
$2 students. $3 general
Proceeds
will go to. scholarship fund for.edy
choldren

I SPEAKERS)
ROY EUGENE DAVIS, noon 1 30p in
C U Costenean Room Topic

I

TODAY
FIVE -PART ANTIWAR SEMINAR, 11
m 1 per. San Jose City Collet*
Theretre "14.4 the War Is Not Wind
Down," will be the topic. instructed
by Bob
Scheer and Banning Garrett
Cell 296-2370 for more information
TOMORROW
FRIDAY FLICKS, "The Baby Maker,"
starring Barbara Hershey 7 6 10
pm Morris Dailey Audotorium Ad
mission 50C
PHILIPPE ENTREMONT, monist for
the San Jose Symphony. will appear at
the San Jost Community Theatre, B-30
pm Tickets are available at the San
Jots Box Office or at the theatre

.miy to CSC students.
in env, stall and immediate family
Ole Owed en. pro 3sta she. Of

287-8240
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STUDY TOURS, 13455 VENTURA BOULEVARD
SHERMAN OARS, CA 91403 (213) 872 0032

A H SPRITE TOP Mark 111 or M.
901 Brand new
$35 (compare tu
$551 Call Bob 293-4806, between
& 7 pm

ANNOUNCEMENTS
SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND:
Home Cleaners (Basic H, L. etc I.
Food Supplements IInstant Protein)
.Beauty AidslProteiniaed5hampooetc.f
John & Mary Rhoades 297-3866

’60 KARMAN GHIA. Runs good
trans
36 hp eng
Syuchrornesh
Recently rebuilt $175 or offer trade
Call 356-4468
68 VW Bug, Exclt Gond Good tires
and rims $1300 or make offer. 2980954 Vince

PISCEAN WATERBEDS
1528 W. San Carlos. 294-1455. Just
west of Sears. Kong-Queen $24, Obi
$22, Twin. $18, Safety Loners $2,
Frames: $10 plus. 10 -Year Guarantee on all beds. Water Sofas, U. L.
Listed heaters, pillows, tapestries
Ask about our N. R.O. policy. 294-1455

Want to inspect hundreds of used
All makes vehicles in one stop,
All models -All prices Free Admission- Free Parking PUBLIC AUTO
MART See our ad. Announcements

ELEANOR’S FLOWERS of Los Gatos
is lovely large "fresh cut- flower
shop. We have the best quality flowers
at the lowest prices in town Lovely
carnations at 51.00 doe lee kiddongl
Long stem roses at $3,505 64.50 doe.
in a florists box for additional 65CI
Daisies 65C bunch, Bachelor Buttons
950 bunch,’’ -Daffodils, Tulips, Iris,
Stock. Violets etc etc etc. You name
it - -we’ve got oI
Whether you buy one
flower era dozen you will receive the
same "fuss & ribbons". Every purchase is gift wrapped You never got
so much for so little money TRY US--YOU’LL LIKE USN We also have a
large selection of potted plants, terrariums, dish gardens and dry arrangement flowers
Everything at
prices you can afford Our specialty
is our small fer the hospital" arrangements at 51.955 52.50 They’re
cute and "just enough" We are open
9 AM to 7 PM daily & Sunday 11/2 day
Holidays) 720 University Ave Los
Gatos 356-6314 or 356-4839 at the
end of the cyclone fence behind Oak
Meadow Park)

’61 AH BUG -EYE SPRITE.
Good
condition, low mileage
Recent top
end job $550. Cell 297.0505.
BARGAIN. ’69 JAVELIN with 390 cu.
Excellent condition.
Orog. $4,100.
Asking $1,550 Call Chive 289-9750.

eCtual number

16 mm BIN mod 70 DR 0/10. 255
75 rn rn lens 16 mom BAH Filmsound
385 C project,
Baia splice/edit
equipment 371-1730
NIKON CAMERA w/50 MM tense very clean and nice $175 356-5681

HELP THE CZECHS!!
Buy a new CZ or JAWA made by
decimated socialist workers
at

Super

price

Rugged, dependable motorcycles
$395
.172 CZ 175 Street’Trall
$450
’72 JAWA 250 Street
’72 JAWA 350 Street
$595
GRAND PRIX CYCLES 248-6555
El Camino & San Tomas SC.
CORVAIR
258-1618

’63 for sale $225. Call

DO YOU NEED QUICK MONEY. I’m
give 40% of value on food
coupons Not stamps Example. 10C
off on next jar of peanut butter Minimum amount St Phone Jim 298-2170

’60 KARMAN GHIA, Runs good. Synchromesh" trans., 36 hp msg. Recruitly
rebuilt
1175 or offer/trade Call
356-4468

willing to

’65 MUSTANG. Good condotoon. AT. FM
Low mileage.
stereo & tape deck.
Good tires Clean. $750 226-2186.
VW 11 BUS w/bed. 65 eng. and trans
GD orig., body needs work. $525/ofr
262-2100, x-2381 Ann. p.m. 327-6844
’62 OLDS CUTLASS, Convert A/T
P S, New transmission, battery, tires,
carbur
Excellent condition $375/
offer 964-4556

FOR SALE
THE PISCEAN
35 S Fourth, 1/2 block from SJS
Library King. Queen complete waterbeds $46 OD, Double $44, Twin $33.
Frames $10 & up. Liners $2, Heaters
$24 and up 10 year guarantee on all
beds Also water sofas, organic furnMellow
iture, pillows, tapestries
sales people and right on prices. 35
$ 4th 287-7030
SIIEREDDED FOAM RUBBER 350 per
Any amount Ph 293-2964
pound.

PASSPORT PHOTOS-ONE DAY SERVICE S FOR $3.75 15 minutes service available. Daily 8 a.m.-3 p.m
Sat till noon Tinker Bell Studio
1000 The Alameda. 5.1

LARGEST SELECTION of current,
used paperbacks. records and books.
1/2 prude Quality books and records
purchased Top prices paid- - -cash, or
trade Lots of Via., supplernentals,
and classics
RECYCLE
BOOK
286-6275 186 S 2nd Si

SAILING INSTRUCTION -Columbia 28’
sloop
Learn while sailing SF. Bay
to Sausalito, Tiburon, under the Golden Gate. Call Miguel at 292-5694

FINE CLASSICAL GUITARS FOR PERFORMERS AND TEACHERS. Lessons.
Sunnyvale 783 2671
WATER BEDS
San Jose’s oldest
water bed store, Yin Yang Water
Bed Co
invites you to compare
quality, price, and service LIMITED
NUMBER OF PARACHUTES 2811 diameter, orange and white. Great for
ceilings, drapes, clothes. etc. Only
Visit one of our stores at 400
$5
Park Ave.
18 blocks west of SJS)
Ph 286-1263 or 28 E. Campbell Ave
lat Winchester) Ph 378’1040

"THE
BABY
FRIDAY
FLICKS
MAKER" Starring Barbara Hershey.
7 & 10 PM, March 3 Morros Dailey
Aud Admission 50C

or pawenge.a on wan rnmaiduel

SERVICES

"ATTRACTIVE & SHAPELY COED’S
WANTED"
for photographers studio
Models
needed at 1S5 per 1 2 hr I For more
info Call 328-7071

ARTISTS’ MODEL available for
tests, photographers. students, group,
workshops
Rates open NO porno
After 5, weekends, 275-6168

HOUSING

WHO’S ON THIRD?
Your friendly neighborhood Typing
Service- 287-4355 (Amanuensis, anyone?)

GIRLS ONLY! New rooms with kitchen
env. From $60. 99 So. 9th and 278
Across campus Parking.
S. 10th
Phone -295-8526 or 295-8514.
FOR RENT:
share room, 550 my
kitchen privileges. Ivy Hall, 297 E
San Fernando
See Danny Labroe
CLASS 3 Ildrm, APT.
ONLY ONE
LEFT AEK - Pool - 98% deposit
return Newly furnished 470S 11th
287-7590

WANTED: A young liberal couple to
share our Mt home Reasonable rent
Into an and health food 238 1261

250

27$

290

300

35

300

325

340

350

35

300
6 lines
N add.
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350

375
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Help Waded
Hemel
emil Feud
U

LICENSED CHILD CARE. Close to
campus. Reasonable rates Fenced
Mc Curley
Lunch
Mrs.
yard.
224-1489
PARACUTE JUMP INSTRUCTION
Complete first iump course. All
equipment furnished. Special student
rates Stevens Par -Left. Oakland
Airport 569-5358

n Personals
Setric.
311 Transportation.

,re

’TRANSPORTATION’

SPARTAN
DAILY
CLASSIFIED
And to place your ad
Phone 277-3175.
-

PERSONALS
WHAT’S "DIRTY MARY" DOING BEHIND THE RED BARN ONMONTEREY
RD. COME SEE SULLIVAN’S SALOON
GIRLS any race, shape, or age: If you
like to make good money. Call me at
287-1664. A very serious business
FRIDAY
FLICKS
"THE
BABY
MAKER" Starring Barbara Hershey.
7 8 10 PM, March 3 Morris Dailey
Aud Admission SOC
FREE organic home grown American
Call 293-5933.
puppies, very cute

TYPING, Experienced, fast, alsoedit:
Former
English teacher.
ing
244-6444 aft 6 Mary Bryner.

STUDENTS INSIDE TICKET SALES
Start mmed. $1.75 hr. Apply unperson
Part or Full Time
290 S 1st SJ

TYPING - TERMPAPERS, etc. One
bolck from coop. Reasonable rates.
294-7033

LOST & FOUND

AUTO INSURANCE
low me rates
No driver refused
Harvey Doesner - 241-3600

FOUND 3 month old female dog near
15th & Taylor Thursday, Feb 24
Cross between Collie and Shepherd,
Call 926.2695

THESIS TYPING - ELECTRIC Master’s
Reports - Disertalions
Marianne Tarnberg 1924 Harris Are
Call 371 0395, San Jose

3 MO. OLD MALE DOG near 9th
St Feb 21, Mixed Lab & Collie
Blk with white paws and chest Answers
io Haigh. 275-9038

GLIDER GUIDERS Good Soaring weather is now here for your enjoyment,
Thunderbird Soaring is now open of
Tering the finest in instruction and
rentals Stop and go for a floght at
Hwy. 17 6 Dixon Landing Rd or call
263-6300
BABYSITTING fulltime.
Mon thru
Fri 7 am to 6 pm Close to colWill pink
up children, rall
lege
2761
998

Print Your Ad Here:
(Count appro.

37

letters

and spaces

for each final

Print Name

Lily
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER ON
SPARTAN DAILY
CASH TO.
CCASSIFIED,
’SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE, CALIF 95114

SEE
ii
’AUTOMOTIVE’
And to place your ad
go to JC- 207
9:30-3:00, M - F
III

Address

nys One Day

Check a Classification
L)

RENT A TV OR STEREO $10 per
month, free service. no contract Call
Esche’s 251-2598

MARRIED STUDENTS
Large 1 or 2 bdrm apts in quietcornpl. yr/pool 1/2 block to SJS w/w
carpets Built in kit from $125 466
5 5th HI 286-0944.

38 CALIBER SMITH & WESSON. Mdl
1 mo old
10. Military police spec
Never fired $W Free police style
holster 275 6054

200

FAST, ACCURATE, Experienced ty
post. IBM Selectric-pica. Can edit.,
4 miles from SJS. Mrs. Aslanian. Call
298-4104

STUDENT RENTALS
3 & 4 Bedrooms
Furnished Houses
2 Baths
Furnished Apts & Studios’
1 & 2 bedrooms
Rental Specialists since 1955
Sorel li Realty. 295 No 10th
Call 297-2410

HONDA 430. Perfect condition ’72
tags, extra, pipes, helmet, sisybar.
shop manual 5850 Call 8,11 24S 4007

250

WE NEED A FEMALE ROOMMATE
to share a room in house $55/rno.
Near 5,15. Call 287-7853.

BLUEBEARD CRAFTS
Town & Country Village
Palo Alto - 321-4145

FREE forst half month’s rent Ext.
large 2 bdrm, furnished, quite, &
clean
643 $ 8th St
294-4749

5 lines

GOING
PLACES?

I BORN APT. avail. $125/mu. Also
Move m now
studio apt. $100/mo.
or resv. for June. Clean, mod.. near
SJS. 751 S. 2nd St 293-7796

ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE needed
immediately to share 2 bdrm apt
1:2 blk from campus
$50/month
Call 293-4883.

USED REFRIGERATOR. Very good
condition $50 Call Colette. 295-2826

4 lines

EURORAIL -tours-solafl oghtscarrenta I s -hostels- pensions -sports europeancars -shopping-sleepong bagsmountainboots, Oc
Condor. 2305
Wilshire Boulevard Santa Monica 213/
8213 6084

DELUXE FURN. 1 & 2 bdrm. apts.
4 blocks from campus. Reasonable
rates.
See manager 165 E. Reed
#3 5.J.

March 10-11 & 12

’NI TR 4 A. Good condition, $1200.
New Sony TC -20 car stereo cassette,
WS 319-3359

3 lines

FLYING SOON?
EAST to Denver, Chicago, New York,
Boston, Washington or Europe WEST
to Hawaii or the Orient Your TWA
Campus Rep Bruce Freeman can help
you make your GETAWAY NOW! Save
1/3 with a TWA YOUTH PASSPORT and
take up to 24 months to pay with a
FREE, EASILY ABTAINABLE, TWA
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD, Call Bruce
.1 287-6868 for information

$851
1 SORIA FURN. apt for rent.
me. No pets. Very quiet Girls only
Call 297-8309 after 5 p m. 674 5
9th St.

BORM APT. lure
$125 633 $
8th St Call 294-0465 evenings.

F ive [a. ti ad&
day, lineal day
250
35

EUROPE -ISRAEL -EAST AFRICA
Student Travel Discounts, inexpensive
student camping tours through out West
and East Europe, including Russia.
SOFA agent for inter -European student
charter flights.
CONTACT: ISCA
11687 San Vicente Blvd. N4 LA Calif.
90049 TEL: 12131 8264669 12131 82609550, cII campus rep, Steve Cosel
14151 845-7131 hours 4-7 pm

SPACIOUS 1 BORN. APT unf. mifurn.
No children or pets Quiet 283 E.
Reed -corner of 7th, 286.2006.

for local
Crafts Fair

BELL HELMET. Sire 7 3/4 white
Immaculate
$60 new, Sell for $35
Paul 287-7483

F cur
days
2.40

NINTH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE
FROM $299 ROUND TRIP
JAPAN
FROM 5349 ROUND TRIP
CALL
FLIGHT CHAIRMAN- -(916)
451-7905
4248 OVERLAND, DEPT B
CULVER CITY, CA., 90230

$60. 1 Male roommate share 2 bdrm.
townhouse with 2 grad students. Pool,
quiet, near Macy’s Non -Smokers only
241-9035 after 6-30 p.m

CRAFTSMEN WANTED Illf

’63 FORD GAL AXIE runs well New
tires. good brakes and interior $250
254-2092

three
days
225

TRANSPORTATION

BABY
FRIDAY
FLICKS
"THE
MAKER" Starring Barbara Hershey.
7 & 10 PM, March 3. Morris Dailey
Aud. Admission 50C

Live in dorm or sororFEMALE:
ity? Make money by showing/selling
animal posters to your friends. That’s
all. Write Kosdon P09213, San0eigo,
Include name of dorm or
92109.
sorority.

PANASONIC Stereo $65.
It works
fine
I’m the one that’s broke. Paul
at 287,7463

w ,
days
200

OWN BASEMENT ROOM WITH BED
Share everythin, eat toon house
gether, porch, 2 living rooms. 241
S. 12th 297-3520 $55

WANT A GOOD full time or part tome
income job? Call 248-4327 after 5

ROOMS, IVY HALL 279 E San Fernando, across from administration
bldg
Double, kitchen prov well
managed 2944472

Classified Rates

I or 2 Roommates needed for 2 bdrm.
furn apt 4 blks from campus. Call
Robin 297-1075 1-5, 10-11 p.m.

BUSINESS GRAD
Concentration in marketing or sales
needed for position with a stable
national company. Numerous benefits
No exp. net. Call for spot 9 a.m.
til noon. 379-4101

ROOM FOR RENT to share $50/month
2 blocks from campus
585 5 10th
St. 287-9138

(Ion
day
SI 50

$62.60 Share 2 bdrrn. modern Turn
apt. 2 blk. from SJS. Own room, pool.
garg Non-smoker. Call 298-1333 anytime

ATTRACTIVE GIRLS WANTED for
nude modeling Study while you work
$50 to $100 per
No sex or porno
day
Full or part time. mornings,
Artists &
afternoons, evenings.
Models Studio 1415 Alameda $3J
998-1956

ELECTRIC typewriter, Smith Cor. Of’
lice model 8315
Good condition
New over $300, sacrifice $125 Call
294-3206 mornings

AUTOMOTIVE

APT., 1 BCORM quiet, east foothills,
beautiful view.
Grad student pref
$90 includes utol
251-7766 or
259-5397
APT, SIZE Bedroom with delux pot.
bath, kitchen priv Fantastic view. 10
mm. to college. Upper thy. gmlsonly.
S60/mo 374-0798 or 293-1300

BABYSITTING WANTED NEAR LG.
Available daily eft S pm & weekends
Possible love -in wilt. housekeeping.
Call 297-1350

’69 BUICK SKYLARK Deluxe, automatic, power stering, hard top, two
$1750 Call 287-9414.
door, radio

THE DAY OF HOPE
NEW AGE PROPHET forsees a NEW
DAWN IN HISTORY March 4,5, & 6
For further info ad tickets 286-1309

WANTED: OLD STEREO Components.
Discards only please Call Ken 277E1568

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED for
townhouse apt 446 S 1 1th St #2,
5.J. . Call 286-6854

PAID STAFF POSITION WITH EXSuperMale.
TENSIVE training.
vise 6 male mentally retarded adults
in residence club. 48 hr shift plus
staff time 1-3 units credit. $22 a
Mrs. Roberts 295day plus hrly.
1065.

’64 PONTIAC TEMPEST Deluxe, automatic power stering & brakes, radio,
hard top, two door 6300 Call 2879414 days

FREE - TOUR OF TWO 747 Thur
March 9, at 3 30 p m TWA. Seri
Francisco International Airport
Prizes, Mo v i es, Giveaways Free
parking coupon available at Spartan
Travel Mart, College Union RSVP
TWA REP Bruce Freeman 257-5887

OFFICE 1/2 blk from SJS library.
Private entrance 1. toolet Also suitable for painter or photographer. $50
Call 287.7387 eves

UNLIMITED MONEY OPPORTUNITY
Direct Sales/Crew Management Mature -Interested students only. A new
Ecologmel Service in Gardening. Call
253-157
253-1569

MOB - ’64 - super shape. wire wheels,
radials tonneau, rack, new paint. 5075/
offer Call 244-6189 after 5

FREE MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS!
Many topics Large list of free mega
topics $1 00
Tines,
addresses,
Aleph, P 0 B.4872, Palo Alto. Calif
94305

FURNISHED 3 room apt with car port
Cheerful & clean wiw carpet Want
quiet couple
2 blks to SJS Call
at 406S 11th St

YOU WANT US!
Your Chance to Help Other People
Money Is A Bonus
Freedom; Fun: Educetion
SHAKLEE’S UNLIMITED
OPPORTUNITY
ONLY 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
466 South 5th N2 297-3866
John & Mary Rhoades

JOBS-TELEPHONE SALES-Long hair
ok $2 to $3 plus pr/hr. 354-6186

122S 2 door.
ExcelMust Sell
998-2155.

’67 PORSCHE 912 AM/FM Michelin
tires. Excellent cond. $3,500 or offer
Dale 298-3738.

ENCOUNTER -SENSORY AWARENESS
Humanist Community of San Jose 4
& 24 March, 8 p m Contribution $2
738 N 2nd St Call 294-5017

ROOMMATES wanted for large 2 bdrm
apt
POOL, SAUNA, REC room
$60 me CII 251-9119 Mike

HELP WANTED

’67 VOLVO
lent cond.

’68 CHEV. MALIBU, yellow, black int ,
Excellent thru out
New polyglass
tires, shocks, Low mileage, all receipts Ask ong $1,495 Call 298-3297

RELIVE THE 20’s AT SULLIVAN’S
SALOON.
FEATURING
"DIRTY
MARY- IN AN ORIGINAL 20’s ATMOSPHERE. DIRECTL Y BEHIND THE
RECI BARN". 3166 MONTEREY RD.

APT. MANAGEMENT POSITION,
Young couple to manage 30 units near
$3JS
Free Turn. 2 bdrm unit x utul
& salary 264-9367

GUYS& GIRLScoupon seles crew. Cash
paid daily, long hair ok. Work any day
you want. Crew meets M -F 3pm., Sat
& Sun. 10 am. at Spartan House, 4th and
San Carlos. S.J BE THERE,

’66 MUSTANG FASTBACK, 2 - 2,
V-8. 4 -speed, r h, 4/8 tape, gd
coed. $950 or best offer. 287-5041

PUBLIC AUTO MART
Sell your own Vehicle, Invest a total
of $800 and a lettle of your time
Thousands of "Prospective Buyers"
(admitted free) each weekend
We
average over 30 -Specific Buyers"
for each new VW and moderately priced
transportation vehicle for sale) Call
before 5 00 for a listing of the typeset
vehicles and price ranges "Our Buyers" were looking for last weekend
(Based upon Buyer Cluestionaire completed each weekend) 2879566 Every
weekend Sat & Sun garn-4prn Every
weekend Sat & Sun 9am-4pm Capitol
Drive -In Theatre Capitol Expressway
& Monterey Rd SJ
PUBLIC AUTO MART
"A Meeting Place for Private Parties
to Buy and Sell Used Vehicles"

LARGE, MODERN 2 BORM
unil within 3 blks from SJS Eli’
valor, roe room. Irghtedunderground
parking
Quiet, ideal for 4
148
E William St

II 10 -speed 33,iod condition 565 00
1955 Indian /50 CC $500.00 Steve
287-7631

’ES DATSUN ROADSTERS -speed, runs
good. Ad. Tires, 34,000 miles Call
287-5987

STUDY ESPERANTO, the internationall
language, in Portland for credit, this
12-28 July, then attend International
Esperanto Congress here 29 July to
5 August A unique opportunity to learn
this beautiful language
Information Summer Sessions,
University of
Portland. Oregon 97203

.

MISC

Associated Students Travel Service

Jet to Brussels with your bike, cycle through
Austria, Germany, Holland, France and
England; return from London. Nice hotels,
good meals, European escorts. Lots of tun,

tIhmallIn2)

GIRLS you yen earn beautiful lingerie
or wigs free just by gett ing your friends
together
I do the rest Call Sharon
269- 3239 after 1

spiatintetgaii143

Writer

CO I
$995

I accepted next tall eel
an early start for sprint,

33 E San Fernando, 2nd Flr.
San Jose, Ca 95112

VAGABOND BIKE
TOUR OF EUROPE

Escorted
from U S.

F

Ins d

S

Clays
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